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1. Introduction 
A large number of econometric studies have established the impact on transport related 
activities (e.g., fuel consumption, the traffic volume, etc.) of influencing factors (e.g., prices, 
income, etc), which are referred to as the ‘elasticity derivative’ studies. The empirical evidence 
typically varies across studies, making it often challenging for subsequent studies that wish to 
use the secondary evidence on elasticities to select appropriate values. Many empirical studies 
have been conducted to assist in establishing sources of systematic variation in elasticity 
estimates (see e.g., Espey 1998; Brons et al. 2008) from a sample of secondary evidence, that 
can be used to adjust estimates to fit a new circumstance. Typically, those analyses use 
published elasticities from previous studies as the dependent variable to test for candidate 
explanatory variables representing the dimensions of previous elasticity models, such as the 
estimation technique (e.g., dynamic or static models), the data structure (time series, cross-
section or panel data), the data periodicity (monthly, quarterly or yearly), short- run or long-run, 
aggregate data or disaggregate data, etc. The regression method is a popular statistical platform 
for the analysis. 
In many empirical inquiries, elasticities of transport fuel demand are the topic of interest. For 
example, Espey (1998) analysed the sources of variation in price and income elasticities for 
petrol demand, based on an extensive review of international studies published between 1966 
and 1997. Some important findings of Espey’s analysis are that i) the frequency of data 
(monthly, quarterly or yearly) has no statistically significant impact on long-run estimates; 
however the shorter periodicity leads to larger short-run price elasticities; ii) the short-run price 
elasticities estimated from cross-section studies are larger than the estimates from time series 
and panel data studies, while there is no statistically significant difference in long-run price 
estimates; iii) short-run price elasticities have a decreasing trend over time; on the contrary, 
long-run estimates tend to increase. Graham and Glaister (2002) also found that petrol prices 
and income have less influence on automobile fuel demand in the short run than in the long run. 
Kremers et al. (2002), Nijkamp and Pepping (1998) and Holmgren (2007) investigated sources 
of systematic influence on a range of elasticity estimates. They found that elasticity estimates 
are influenced by the functional form used, the data structure, and the level of data (aggregated 
or disaggregated). Hensher (2008) investigated the systematic impact on elasticity estimates of 
public transport demand with respect to fares and services (i.e., in-vehicle time and headway), 
and concluded that the variation in public transport elasticities can be partly explained by the 
time of day (peak, all day vs. off-peak), the data paradigm, the unit of analysis (trips or vehicle 
kilometres), specific trip purposes, country, and specific-mode (i.e., bus and train) compared 
with the general form of public transport. 
Some researchers have addressed fuel consumption and travel demand simultaneously and 
compared their difference. For instance, Goodwin (1992) reviewed a number of petrol price 
elasticity studies, and found that changes in petrol prices usually have a more significant impact 
on fuel consumption than on the traffic level. Some of Goodwin’s findings are reinforced in 
Goodwin et al. (2004) who further concluded that increasing petrol price is expected to 
encourage the improvement in car fuel efficiency; while discouraging vehicle ownership. 
This paper focuses on a somewhat neglected aspect of data types used to derive fuel elasticities, 
namely the use of stand-alone revealed preference (RP) data, stand-alone stated preference (SP) 
data, or combined RP/SP data. The popularity of SP and RP/SP data is evident in the increasing 
number of behavioural choice studies using stated choice experiments and a model from the 
family of logit models (i.e., multinomial logit, nested logit and mixed logit). Although the 
literature has previously suggested that elasticities derived from (uncalibrated) SP models are 
overestimated, what appears to be absent from the published literature is some guidance to assist 
researchers to determine the extent of bias in mean elasticity estimates, and to correct for it, 
assuming that the stand-alone RP evidence is an acceptable reference benchmark in real 
markets. 
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The remaining sections of this paper are organised as follows. After describing the data, related 
to direct petrol price elasticities for car choice derived from mode choice studies, we briefly 
introduce the random coefficient approach to investigate potential sources of systematic 
variation, with a very specific focus on the SP-RP data paradigms. The following section 
presents the results and interprets them in the context of identifying the influence of data type of 
the mean estimate of fuel price elasticities. Conclusions summarise the contribution of the 
paper. 
 
2. Data 
245 direct petrol prices elasticities of car travel choice were compiled from 52 published studies 
(see Appendix A for the full list1
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), the majority of which are reviews of elasticities derived from 
primary data as early as 1971 and as recent as 2007. The mean car mode choice elasticity with 
respect to petrol price is -0.378 with a standard deviation of 0.248; the distribution is given in 
Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1:  Distribution of sampled direct price petrol elasticities 
 
The descriptive statistics for some key data items are given in Table 1, together with a profile of 
the mean and standard deviation of each data type by region (Table 2). The data is 
predominately drawn from European and Australian sources, although the balance of the 19 
percent of the sample is from the USA. The majority of the observations relate to stand-alone 
RP data, which in part reflects the fact that the evidence has been collected from studies dating 
back to the 1970’s and through to 2007. However, despite the skewness towards RP and RP/SP 
observations, there has been an increasing number of stand-alone SP studies undertaken over the 
last 10 years, and this is sufficient reason to establish the potential for bias when, and if, stand-
alone SP studies that have not been calibrated to real markets, are used to derive elasticities. As 
expected, the short run elasticity (mean of -0.217) is lower than the long run elasticity (mean of 
-0.459), with the sample divided 39.5 percent short run and 60.4 percent long run estimates. 
Given the focus on the three data paradigms, we have pooled the data from the short run and 
long run elasticity studies. 
Of particular note is the higher mean elasticity estimate from the SP studies (-0.979) and the 
lowest mean estimate from the RP studies (-0.356), with the RP/SP estimates in between (-
0.309). Typically RP/SP studies are calibrated, and hence the mean estimates might be expected 
to be closer to the RP estimates. The relative degree of similarity is of interest; however the 
difference between RP and RP/SP mean estimates is sufficiently large, on average, to be of 
relevance in any application study where forecasts of modal switching would be significantly 
different. 
                                                          
1 Many of the reference sources refer to public transport; however they do provide fuel price elasticities for car use. 
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Table 1:  Descriptive statistics of elasticities 
Condition Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Proportion 
Location  
Europe -0.419 0.429 0.424 
Australia -0.353 0.438 0.397 
Data paradigm  
RP/SP -0.309 0.381 0.331 
RP -0.356 0.329 0.608 
SP -0.979 0.606 0.061 
Short- or long-run  
Short-Run -0.217 0.236 0.396 
Long-Run -0.459 0.414 0.604 
 
Table 2:  Profile of elasticities by country and data type 
Location SP RP SP-RP 
Mean 
(StDev) 
Nobs Mean (StDev) Nobs Mean (StDev) Nobs 
Europe - - -0.519  (-0.45) 44 -0.345 (0.39) 60 
Australasia  -0.979 (0.60) 15 -0.244 (0.21) 57 -0.204 (0.37) 21 
Other - - -0.339 (0.23) 48 - - 
 
3. Modelling approach, results and discussion 
We considered the random coefficient regression (RCR) model to allow for the possibility that 
some explanatory variables might exhibit statistically significant heterogeneity across the 
sample. Allowing parameters to be random is beneficial for the extrapolation of unknown 
information, which is otherwise assigned to the error term of the ordinary regression model. 
This randomness can be allowed through different intercepts (or constants) and/or different 
slopes (or parameters of explanatory variables) for different observations. If the constant is 
random, we can infer that there exists unobserved heterogeneity in the model, unaligned with 
unobserved explanatory variables.  Under a RCR model, the parameter of a random explanatory 
variable varies across all observations, drawn from an analytical distribution (Swamy and 
Tavlas 1993). We have selected the triangular distribution for the random coefficients, after 
evaluating normals and Raleigh. This is an appealing distribution for dummy variables (see 
below)2
A RCR model allows for a mixture of random and non-random coefficients. Different 
combinations of random and non-random coefficients were tested, and the final model is 
summarised in Table 3, which explains 30.1 percent of variation, on adjusted R-squared, in the 
direct petrol price elasticities across the sample. Importantly, our focus is on the role of SP and 
RP data paradigms, and although we acknowledge that our data and models are incomplete in 
terms of the evidence on other influences
. See Swamy and Tavlas (1993) for further details of RCR models. 
3
                                                          
2 The triangular distribution was first used for random coefficients by Train and Revelt (2000) and Train (2001), later incorporated 
into Train (2003). Hensher and Greene (2003) also used it and it is increasingly being used in empirical studies. Let c be the 
centre and s the spread. The density starts at c-s, rises linearly to c, and then drops linearly to c+s. It is zero below c-s and above 
c+s. The mean and mode are c. The standard deviation is the spread divided by
 from the broader literature, the approach is 
appropriate in highlighting a very practical concern about naïve use of SP models to obtain 
 
6 ; hence the spread is the standard deviation 
times
 
6 . The height of the tent at c is 1/s (such that each side of the tent has area s×(1/s)×(1/2)=1/2, and both sides have area 
1/2+1/2=1, as required for a density). The slope is 1/s2.  
3 We also tested for trip purpose (commuter vs. non-commuter), and peak vs. off-peak, but both were statistically non-significant. 
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elasticities, given that calibration of at least alternative-specific constants is required to derive 
meaningful estimates of direct elasticity. 
Table 3:  Estimated results from the random coefficient regression model 
Variable Coefficient t-Ratio Mean of variable 
Nonrandom parameters:                                         
Constant -0.3716*** -16.10  
Short Run (1,0) 0.2067***        6.15    0.396 
Means for random parameters:                                  
RP/SP (1,0) 0.1215*** 3.57 0.331 
SP (1,0) -0.6383*** -10.36 0.061 
European (1,0) -0.2475*** -7.58 0.424 
    
Diagonal elements of Cholesky matrix:                         
RP/SP  0.1473*** 1.97  
SP 0.6524* 4.63  
European (1,0) 0.7311*** 15.9 0.424 
    
Below diagonal elements of Cholesky matrix:                   
SP x RP/SP Set=0   
SP x European -1.2028*** -8.06  
European x RP/SP -0.4239*** -6.87  
Residual Variance parameter (σ2
Standard Deviation (σ
):                         
0.2150*** ) 24.87  
Adjusted R-Squared 0.301 
Log-Likelihood at Zero -85.979 
Log-Likelihood  at Convergence         -60.05307 
          Notes: ***, **, * = Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level 
                                     Simulation based on random draws  
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Table 4:  Implied standard deviations of random parameters 
Variable Standard deviation 
RP/SP    0.06014 
SP 0.34502 
European 0.55858 
 
The RP/SP and SP dummy variables (relative to RP) are specified with random coefficients, 
with the mean estimates statistically significant at 99 percent confidence level.  When we have 
more than one random parameter and we permit correlated random parameters the standard 
deviations are no longer independent. To assess this we have to decompose the standard 
deviation parameters into their attribute-specific (e.g., SP and European) and attribute-
interaction (e.g., SP x European) standard deviations. Cholesky decomposition is the method 
used to do this. The standard deviation parameter estimates in Table 4 are obtained from the 
Cholesky decomposition. The Cholesky matrix4 is a method that decomposes the standard 
deviations into the relevant (two5
The evidence suggests that studies using combined RP and SP data tend to deliver lower price 
elasticities relative to RP only studies. Hensher (2008), however, has argued that it is not 
appropriate to take it for 
) components. Diagonal elements in the Cholesky matrix 
represent the variable-specific standard deviations; while below-diagonal elements of the 
Cholesky decomposition matrix represent the amount of variance attributable to that 
random parameter when the covariances (correlations) with subsequently named random 
parameters have been removed. The two random coefficients are highly correlated, with a 
correlation (not reported in the Tables) of -0.760 for SP and European, and -0.502 for RP/SP 
and European. This suggests that the standard deviations are not independent. Given correlation 
between the random coefficients, the diagonal elements of the matrix are not a measure of 
standard deviation. The standard deviations are statistically significant when the full diagonal 
and off-diagonal (correlated) influences are taken into account. 
The findings suggest that there is statistically significant heterogeneity across the sample in 
terms of the role that the data paradigms play, conditioned on whether elasticities are from 
European countries or not, in influencing the mean estimates of car petrol price elasticities. The 
standard deviation parameters consist of the attribute-specific effects (i.e., RP/SP, SP and 
European in our model) and attribute-interaction effects (i.e., SP x European and European x 
RP/SP interactions).  
granted that models using combined RP and SP data systematically 
produce higher (or even lower) elasticities. He further explained that the reason may be that 
some studies calibrated their model constants to market shares when producing elasticities; 
while others may not do so, especially for those studies emphasising marginal willingness to 
pay for specific attributes. As far as we can tell, all SP sources used herein present elasticities 
from uncalibrated models. Based on our findings, models using combined RP and SP or SP only 
data, are expected to produce significant differences in elasticity estimates, relative to stand-
alone RP data. 
Relative to stand-alone RP elasticity estimates, all other factors held constant, uncalibrated SP 
estimates are on average 0.638 absolute points higher than stand-alone RP estimates, and RP/SP 
estimates are 0.147 absolute points lower than stand-alone RP estimates. Given a mean estimate 
                                                          
4 For further information about the Cholesky matrix, see Hensher et al. (2005). 
5 The interaction between the coefficients of SP and SP/RP does not make any sense since they are defined of separate 
observations. 
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across the sample for the SP elasticity of -0.979, the move from SP to RP stand-alone reduces 
the SP estimate on average to -0.341, which is encouragingly very close to the actual estimate of 
-0.356 for RP (the assumed reference estimate) in Table 1, a substantial improvement over the 
uncalibrated SP mean estimate. We suggest that it is appropriate to use the mean estimates for 
the adjustment; but note that the mean from this model, which accounts for heterogeneity, is not 
the same as in a model that ignored heterogeneity.  
Given that in practice, an analyst using stand alone SP data will derive a data-specific elasticity 
estimate, the best we can recommend is that the adjustment factor to accommodate the absence 
of calibration would be equal to (.341/.979) or 0.348.  Ideally, calibration using actual market 
shares on a specific model estimated with stand alone SP data is preferred. The population 
market shares relative to the sample shares would be used to weight the mode-specific 
constants, for alternatives in the SP choice set that exist in actual markets. If some alternatives 
are ‘new’ then calibration is not possible. 
In concluding this section, we briefly look at the other statistically significant influences. 
European (including UK) car drivers appear more price sensitive than the drivers in other 
countries (predominantly Australia and USA in the sample). On average, the European price 
elasticity is approximately 0.248 absolute units higher. Two key factors may contribute to this 
variation between the two regions. First, car operating cost in European countries is much 
higher than the cost in Australia and the USA, mainly due to the higher petrol price 
(approximately double). In addition, the petrol tax in Australia, for example, is A$0.38 per litre, 
which is also much lower compared with our sampled European countries (e.g. A$ 1.46 for the 
UK, A$ 1.08 for Finland, etc.)6
                                                          
6 All figures are sourced from the OECD’s Environmentally Related Tax Rate Database, using the 2007 exchange rate of AUD 
1.00 = Euro 0.602 (A$: Australian Dollar). 
. Another reason for the difference may be due to different 
geographic characteristics and public transport infrastructure. Particularly, given more 
convenient public transport systems in Europe, the switch to public transport is expected to be 
more substantial when petrol prices increase.  
The estimated parameter of the ShortRun dummy variable is positive (0.207). This evidence 
supports the well established finding from previous studies that the long-run petrol price impact 
on private cars is greater than its short-run effect (see e.g., Goodwin 1992; Graham and Glaister 
2002; Goodwin et al. 2004). It takes time to fully respond to a change. Once responses to a 
change in an explanatory influence are complete, this situation is defined as the long run. Short 
run solutions typically suggest that many responses are not fully complete due to some fixed 
factors. For example, car drivers may respond to an increase in petrol price through switching to 
public transport, replacing current cars with more fuel-efficient vehicles, or changing residential 
location, but this takes time. As a result of inflexibility in the stock of durables (e.g., car stock, 
home location, available public transport), and in conjunction with other factors such as 
personal habits or a lack of information, the immediate (or short-run) adjustment always tend to 
be lower than the long-run change. 
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4. Conclusions 
This study has investigated sources of systematic variation in direct petrol price elasticities of 
passenger cars, using 245 elasticities previously estimated primarily for Australia, USA, and 
some European countries (e.g., the UK, Finland, Norway, etc.).  
The major innovation of the study is to apply a random coefficient model to account for 
heterogeneity in the influence of the type of data used in the various studies (RP, a combination 
of RP/SP or SP) that produce petrol price elasticities. The model found significant heterogeneity 
in parameter estimates of SP and RP/SP, offering plausible advice on the role that unobserved 
heterogeneity plays in revealing variations in direct petrol price elasticities. The empirical 
findings enable analysts to adjust the published evidence to align with the specific content in 
which they wish to apply such secondary evidence. 
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